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5. Isomorphic images of involutions 
We have defined the automorphism t; of period two of 3 to be 1 on 
3o(ei) +3I(ei) and -1 on3t(ei) where3t(ei) ={X E 3 I e1· X =iX}, i = 0, l, !, 
and have seen that the projective transformation {t;} induced by t; is 
an involution of first kind in the little projective group A which is 
conjugate to any involution of first kind within A. Let t;Sl) be the mapping 
X- X 0, X E 3 given in Proposition 6 where e is an automorphism of 
period two of [ and has the decomposition [ = 'Il ® 'l).L, 'Il a quaternion 
subalgebra of [such that e is 1 on 'Il and -1 on 'l).L. We have seen that 
t;Sl) is an automorphism of period two of 3 belonging to G(3/S)('Ila, y)) 
and induces an involution {t;Sl)} of second kind. Let [({!;}), [({t;Sl)}) be 
centralizers of involutions {!;}, {t;Sl)} in the little projective group A. Our 
first step is to show that these two centralizers are not isomorphic. We 
note that t; and t; 5l) are linear transformations of period two in 27-
dimensional vector space 3=S)([3, y). It follows that t; and t;Sl) have 
decompositions 3=3+®3- and 3=35D+®35l)- respectively such that t; 
and t;Sl) are 1 on 3+ and 35l)+, and -1 on 3- and 35l)-, where 3+=30(ei)+ 
+3I(ei), 3-=3t(ei), 35l)+=S)('Ila, y) and 35l)- the set of 
(4) 0 
y 
It is clear that a linear transformation commutes with an involutive 
linear transformation rJ if and only if it leaves invariant the plus- and 
minus-subspaces of rJ· Let O(t;), 0(!;;;:,) be the centralizers oft;, C;;:, in L(,s) 
respectively; It follows that O(t;) is the set {n I rJ E L(S'), (3+)'1 C 3+ and 
(3-)"1 C 3-} and O(i;;;:,) is {n I rJ E L(3), (3;;:,+)'~ C 3;;:,+ and (3;;:,-)'~ C 3;;:,-· 
These contain r, the set of scalars el such that e3= 1, e E (/>.We shall prove 
Proposition 8. Let [({!;}), [({!;;;:,}) be the centralizers of{!;}, {!;;;:,} 
respectively in A. Then [({!;}) ""'O(t;)JF and [({!;;;:,}) ""'O(t;;;:,)JF. 
Proof. It is clear that every element of O(t;) induces an element of 
[({!;}). So we prove that the mapping rJ-?>- {n} is a homomorphism of 
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O(C) onto ~({C}). Let {TJ} be any element of ~({C}), i.e. {n} {C}={C} {TJ}, 
and TJ an element of L(3) which induces {TJ }. Then {X11c} = {X'11}, X E S 
and so nC=wCn, w#O in f/J, w3 = l. Since C2 = 1 and nC2 =wCnC=w2C2TJ, 
i.e. TJ = wzTJ, we have w2 = 1 and hence w = l. Hence TJ E O(C), and ~({'}) 
~ O(C)/T since the kernel of the mapping of O(C) onto ~({C}) is r. By 
the same argument we have ~({C~}) ~ O(C~)fT. 
Proposition 9. Let O(C), O(C~) be the centralizers of C, C'll in L(3) 
respectively where C, C~ are as before. Then O(C) and O(C~) are not 
isomorphic to each other. 
The proof will be made by comparing normal series of the groups 
O(C), O(C~). First of all we shall give a characterization ofO(C). A projective 
transformation {TJ} is in ~({C}) if and only if{?]} leaves the point {e1} and 
the line {e1} fixed. This is an almost immediate consequence of the fact 
that {C} leaves fixed the point {e1} and each point of the Line {e1} and 
has no further fixed point. We note that the line {e1} consists of the points 
{X}, X E So(el). It follows that O(C) is the set of TJ satisfying e111 =ee1, e#O 
in f/J and So(e1)11 ~So(e1). Set H={TJEL(3) Je111 =e1 and So11 ~So}, then 
H is al?- invariant subgroup of O(C) containing the commutator subgroup 
of O(C) so that the factor group O(C)/H is abelian. We recall that the 
Peirce component So( e1) relative to a primitive idempotent e1 is the 
Jordan algebra f/J(ez+ea)+im, im=f/J(ez-ea)+Sza of the non-degenerate 
bilinear form in im given by (X, Y)o=i(X, Y), X, Y E im where (X, Y) 
·is the bilinear form of S, and So has the generic normNo(A)=~2 - (X,X)o, 
A=~(e2+~a)+X, ~ EifJ, X Eil.n (JACOBSON [10] p. 84). Set O(A)=e1+A, 
A E So, then N(O(A))=No(A) and Uo<AJ. A E So, maps the Peirce compo-
nent St into itself where U A is defined as 2RA2 - RA•, RA the mapping 
X~ X ·A. Let K be the .set of 
r 
where rr N(O(B,)) = 1, B, ESo. Then K is a subgroup of the reduced n.p. 
i-1 
group L2(3) which is contained in the n.p. group L(3), and moreover K 
is a subgroup of H because of the fact that Uo<.A>, A E So leaves fixed 
e1 and So. We shall show that K is an invariant subgroup of H and the 
factor group H f K is abelian. To do these we define a mapping A : TJ ~ TJo, 
TJ E H where no is the restriction of TJ to the Peirce component So(e1). Since 
No(A11')=N(O(A11'))=N(O(A)11)=N(O(A))=No(A), A E So, TJ E H, we have 
i'Jo E O(So, No), the orthogonal group of So relative to No, for any TJ E H 
so that the mapping A is a homomorphism of H into O(So, No). It is known 
(JACOBSON [9] p. 187) that if So is the Jordan algebra of the bilinear 
form (X, Y)o as before then the reduced orthogonal group O'(So, No) is 
r 
the group L2(So) of elements of form u Bl u B, ••• u Br' rr No(Bi) == l. It 
1 
then follows from this and definition of K that the mapping A is a homo-
morphism of K onto O'(So, No). The argument in the proof of Theorem 6, 
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[ 10] shows that any 17 of L(S) which is 1 on So+ S1 is either 1 or C defined 
in 3. Hence the kernel of the mapping A consists of 1 and C. It is known 
(JACOBSON [10] pp. 89-91) that the Galois group G(S/Wel) is the set of 
2r 
Uo(X,) Uo(X,) ..• Uo(x2,) such that IT N(()(Xi)) = 1 and xi E. we. It follows 
1 
that the group K contains G(S/Wel) and hence C where Cis in the center 
ofG(S(We1). So we have seen that H/{1, C} ~ H;. the subgroup of O(So, No) 
and K/{1, C} ""'O'(So, No). Since So has a positive Witt index, O'(So, No) 
is the commutator subgroup of O(So, No) (CHEVALLEY [2] p. 53). Since 
O'(So, N 0) is an invariant subgroup of H;. and K is a subgroup of H we 
can conclude that K is an invariant subgroup of H. Hence the factor 
group H(K which is isomorphic to H;./O'(So, No) is abelian. It is known 
(DrEUDONNE [3] p. 58) that the factor group of O'(So, No) over its center 
is simple. Since the center of O'(So, N 0) is abelian, the normal series of 
O(C) : O(C), H, K, 1 has a refinement which has only one non-solvable 
factor group which is simple. 
Next we consider a normaJ series of O(C~). We define a mapping 
A : 17 ___,. J]o, 17 E O(C~) where no is the restriction of 17 to the plus-subspace 
Sj(~a, y) of C~- A is well defined because of the fact that any 17 of O(C~) 
leaves invariant the subspace Sj(~3 , y) of C~- And A is a homomorphism 
of O(C~) into the n.p. group L(Sj(~a, y)) of Sj(~3 , y). The kernel of A is 
the Calois group G(S/Sj(~a, y)) over Sj(~a, y); for any element of the 
kernel of A leaves fixed the identity of S=Sj((h y) so that it is an auto-
morphism of S which belongs to G(S/Sj(~3 , y)). Since any element of 
G(S/Sj(~3 , y)) leaves invariant both plus- and minus-subspaces of C~, it is 
contained in O(C~), and hence the kernel of A coincides with G(S/Sj(~a, y)). 
We have a normal series of the centralizer O(C~): 
We shall show that the two factor groups of this series are not solvable. 
We recall that in the decomposition (£ = ~ ffi ~1. by the automorphism () 
of period two of(£, we have ~~1. C ~1. and ~1.~ C 'I)l., and the trace of 
any element of ~1. is zero. Let S be the group generated by the Pih i of. j, 
p E 'I) where Pii :X___,. PiiXPi/, PiJ= 1 +peii· We shall show that S 
is contained in O(C~). Take, for instance, p 12, p E 'IJ, then for any X of 
the minus-subspace s)1)- of '~ we have 
0 
z+y2-1ya~Y) 
Y2-1 YaY · 
0 y 
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Since px E 'l).L and the (I, I)-entry of XPn is zero, we have xrl2 E .s~-, 
X E,S~- so that P12 leaves invariant S)('l)a, y) and 3~ -. Hence P12 EO((~), 
p E 'I). It follows by the same argument that the PiJ, i # j, p E 'I) are 
contained in 0((~), i.e. S C 0((~). It follows that the image SA of S under 
the homomorphism A is contained in O((~)A. We note that the Pi1, i#j 
generate the unimodular group SLa('l) ). It follows that SA is anti-isomorphic 
to SL3('l)) by the mapping pd·--+ PiJ· That is, O((~)A contains a subgroup 
SA which is anti-isomorphic to the unimodular group SL3('l)). It is known 
(DIEUDONNE [3] p. 38) that the projective unimodular group PSLa('l)), 
the factor group of SLa('l)) by its center, is simple. Hence Si. is not 
solvable. It follows that 0((~)'1 is not solvable. Therefore the factor group 
0((~)/G(,S/S)('l)3 , y)) which is isomorphic to O((~)A is not solvable. It is 
known (JACOBSON [IO] p. 88) that G(,S/S)('l)3, y)) is isomorphic to the 
multiplicative group U of elements of norm I of 'I) which contains the 
commutator subgroup of the multiplicative group of 'I). Since the multi-
plicative group of a division ring is not solvable (HuA [7] p. I), the group 
U is not solvable. Hence we have proved that there exists a normal series 
for 0((~) which has at least two non-solvable factor groups. On the 
other hand, we have seen that there exists a normal series for 0(() which 
has only one non-solvable simple factor group. It follows from Schreier's 
refinement theorem that two groups 0((), 0((~) cannot be isomorphic 
to each other. This proves Proposition 9. 
Now we take up the centralizers <r( { (}) and (£:( {( ~}). In the proof of 
Proposition 9 we have seen that 0(() has a normal series with only one 
non-solvable simple factor group while 0((~) has a normal series with 
at least two non-solvable factor groups. Hence normal series 0((), r, I 
and 0((~), T, I have refinements having the corresponding properties, 
that is, the normal series 0((), r, I has only one non-solvable simple 
factor group between 0(() and T while the normal series 0((~), T, I has 
at least two non-solvable factor groups between 0((~) and r. A comparison 
of normal series of two groups 0(()/T and 0((~)/T gives us the following 
Proposition IO. Let(£:({(}), C£({C~}) be the centralizers of{(}, 
{C~} in A respectively. Then C£({(}) cannot be isomorphic to (£:({(~}). 
Let ,Si=S)(C£3!i), y!il), i= I, 2 be exceptional simple Jordan algebras, 
~i, i= I, 2 the corresponding Cayley planes, and Ai, i= I, 2 the cor-
responding little projective groups. Let cp be any isomorphism of .;h 
onto A 2 • We shall show that cp maps any involution of first kind of A1 
into an involution of first kind of A2• It follows from Proposition IO that 
the image of the involution {(}of A1 defined in 3 is neither an involution 
{(~} of second kind of Az defined in 4 nor an involution of A2 which is 
conjugate to {(~} within the middle projective group. We have seen 
that any involution of first kind of A1 is conjugate to {C} (Proposition 7) 
and any involution of second kind of A2 is conjugate to {(~} for some 
quaternion subalgebra 'I) of (£:!2) (Proposition 6). It follows then that the 
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isomorphic image of any involution of first kind of A1 cannot be an 
involution of second kind of A2. Hence we have proved 
Theorem 3. Any isomorphism q; of A1 onto A2 maps an involution 
of first kind of A1 into an involution of first kind of A2. 
6. Isomorphic images of elations 
From now on we are only interested in involutions of first kind, so 
we shall call them involutions simply. It is known (CoxETER [1]) that 
any two involutions in the Cayley plane are commutative if and only if 
the center of each lies on the axis of the other. Let ~ be a set of involutions 
in A and we denote by c(~) the set of involutions of A which commute 
with all elements of ~-
Proposition 11. Let {171}, {172} be any two non-commutative 
involutions (of first kind) in the Cayley plane~- A necessary and sufficient 
condition for {171}, {172} to have either centers or axes in common is that 
c(c({a1}, {a2}))=c(c({17!}, {172})) for each pair of non-commutative in-
volutions {a1}, {a2} of c(c( {171}, {172})). 
Proof. Let {Z~}, {Ui}, i = 1, 2 be the centers and axes of {17,}, i = 1, 2 
respectively. Suppose first that {Z1}= {Z2}= {Z}, then, by the remark 
just quoted above, c( {171}, {172}) consists of involutions whose common 
center is the intersection {P} of {U1} and {U2} and whose axes are lines 
through {Z}. It follows that c(c( {m}, {172})) consists of involutions having 
{Z} as common center and lines through {P} as axes. Hence non-commuta-
tive {a1}, {a2} of c(c( {171}, {172})) have a common center {Z} and axes 
through {P}. It is easily seen that c(c( {a1}, {a2})) coincides with c(c( {171}, 
{172})). Dually we have the necessity for the case of common axis. In 
order to prove the sufficiency we suppose that {Z1} i= {Z2} and {U 1} i= {U2}. 
Since c( {171}, {172}) consists of only one involution having the intersection 
{P} of {U!} and {U2} as center and line {Z1} {Z2} as axis, c(c({171}, {172})) 
consists of involutions whose centers are points on the line {Z1} {Z2} and 
whose axes are lines through {P}. If we take two elements {a!}, {a2} of 
c(c({171}, {172})) such that {a!} and {a2} have their centers in common, 
then c(c({a1}, {a2})) is contained properly in c(c({171, {172})) since the line 
{Z1} {Z2} contains at least three points. Our result is proved. 
Now we are ready to consider isomorphic images of elations under q; 
where q; is an isomorphism of the little projective group A1 onto the 
little projective group A2. In any Cayley plane an elation {r} with axis 
{U} may be expressed as the product of two involutions {171}, {172} of 
the little projective group having the same axis {U} (CoxETER [1] p. 63). 
Indeed, let {X}, {X'} be two points not on {U} such that {X}{'r} ={X'}, 
and {P} the intersection of {U} and l~ne {X} {X'}. We let {Q} be the 
harmonic conjugate of {P} relative to points {X}, {X'}. Then involutions 
{171}, {172} with axis {U} in common and centers {X}, {Q} respectively 
will have the desired property. 
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Theorem 4. Let rp be any isomorphism of A 1 onto A 2• rp maps any 
elation of A1 into an elation of A2 • 
Proof. Let {r} be an elation of At, then there are two involutions 
{nl}, {nz} of A1 such that {r} = {nl} {nz}, and {nl}, {nz} have the same 
axis in common as that of {r }. It follows from Proposition 11 that {nl}'~' 
and {n2 }'~' have either their centers or their axes in common. It is easily 
seen that the product of two involutions having either axes or centers 
in common is an elation. Hence {r }'~' = {'I'Jl}'~' {nz}'~' is an elation. 
7. Determination of an isomorphism 
We shall use the method of ScHREIER and VANDER WAERDEN of [14) 
in determining the form of any isomorphism rp. We recall that if a 
projective transformation {a}#l has a line {U} of fixed points, then 
there exists a point {Z} such that {a} leaves {Z} and every line through 
{Z} fixed and has no further fixed points or lines. Dually, if a projective 
transformation {a}# 1 leaves fixed a point {Z} and each line through it, 
then there exists a line {U} such that {a} leaves each point of {U} and 
has no further fixed points or lines (HALL [61 )). First we consider sub-
groups of the little projective group in the Cayley plane ~ which consist 
of identity and elations. JAcOBSON has proved in [ll) that an elation is 
determined by its axis, any point not on the axis, and the image of the 
point. 
Proposition 12. In the Cayley plane~ let {ri}, i=I, 2 be elations 
with centers {Oi} and axes {Ui}, i =I, 2 respectively. A necessary and 
sufficient condition that the product {r} of {r1} and {r2 } be an elation 
or identity is either {01}={02 } or {Ul}={U2}. 
Proof. First let us prove the sufficiency. If {01}= {02}= {0} and 
{r}# I, then {r} leaves the point {0} and all lines through it fixed so that 
there exists a line {V} of fixed points of {r} by Hall's result quoted above. 
We shall show that the product {r} of two elations {r1}, {r2} has no fixed 
point # {0} on the lines {Ui}, i =I, 2. Let {X} be any point # {0} on 
{Ul}, then {X}{r,){T,J = {X}{r,J since {U1} is the axis of the elation {r1}. 
It follows from the fact that an elation {r2} has no fixed points outside 
its axis {U2} that {X}{r,J#{X} i.e. {X'}#{X}. Likewise any point # {0} 
of {U2} cannot be fixed under {r}. It follows that the line {V} of fixed 
points of {r} cannot meet the lines {U1}, {Uz} at points different from 
{0}, i.e. the line {V} passes through {0}. Hence the product {r} of {rl} 
and {r2 } is an elation with center {0} and axis {V}. If {Ul}= {U2}= {U} 
and {r}¥ I, then {U} is the line of fixed points of {r}. Furthermore {r} 
has no fixed points outside {U}. Indeed, if there is a fixed point {X} not 
on {U} of {r}= {r1} {r2} then the point {X} is mapped to {X}{r,J under 
{r1}, and then {X}{r,J is mapped back to {X}= {X}{r,}{r,J. This implies that 
the elation {rz} is the inverse of {r1} because of the fact that any elation 
is determined by its axis, a point not on the axis and the image of the 
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point (here {U}, {Xt•1, {X} respectively). We then have that {r1} {r2} is 
the identity, i.e. {r}= 1 which contradicts our assumption {r}~ 1. Since 
{r} has a line {U} of fixed pqints, {r} has a fixed point {0} such that every 
line through {0} is fixed. This point {0} lies on {U} since {r} has no fixed 
point outside {U}. Hence {r} is an elation with center {0} and axis {U}. 
In order to prove the necessity we suppose that the product {r} of two 
elations {rl}, {r2} is not identity and the condition fails, i.e. {01} ~ {02} 
and {U1} ~ {U2}. It suffices to show that {r} is not an elation. The inter-
section {P} .of {Ul} and {U2} is a fixed point of {r} which is different 
from {01}, {02} and so is not on the line {01} {02}. We have seen at the 
beginning of the proof that the product {<}={<1} {r2} has no fixed point 
on the lines {Ul}, {U2} except the intersection {P}. Let {V} be any line 
through {P} being different from the {Ui}, i= 1, 2 and {X} a point ~ {P} 
of {V} not on the line {01} {02}. We may take such a point {X} of {V} 
because {P} is not on the line {01} {02}. The line {01} {X} is different 
from the line through {02} and {X}{,,J, the image of {X} under the elation 
{rl}. Hence the image {X}{'J of {X}l'.J under the elation {r2} cannot be 
on the line {01} {X} so that {X}{'} cannot be {X}. So we have seen that 
not all points of the line {V} can be fixed under {r}. Therefore we know 
that {r} has no line of fixed points through the fixed point {P}. Since 
any fixed point of an elation lies on its axis, the product {r} is not an 
elation. We note that if the product {r} of two elations {r1}, {r2} is the 
identity then the elations {r1}, {r2} have the same center and axis. 
Now let A{x} be a subgroup of the little projective group A which 
consists of identity and elations. It follows from Proposition 12 that all 
elements of A{x} must have in common either center {P} or axis {U}. 
So we have two kinds of subgroups, that is, a subgroup A{P} which consists 
of 1 and elations having center {P} in common and a subgroup A{u} 
which consists of 1 and elations having axis {U} in common. We note 
that there are 1-1 correspondences between points of~ and subgroups 
A{P}, {P} a point, and between lines of ~ and subgroups A{Uh {U} a 
line. Given any two subgroups A{P}, A{Qh {P} and {Q} points, there exists 
{a} in the little projective group A such that {P}{a} = {Q} (JACOBSON 
[11]) so that A{QJ= {a}-1A{PJ{a}. It follows that subgroups A{PJ, {P} a 
point, form a class of conjugate subgroups in A, and similarly subgroups 
A{u), {U} a line, form a class of conjugate subgroups in A. It follows 
from the definition of a projective transformation that A{Ph {P} a point, 
cannot be conjugate to A{u}, {U} a line, in the group of all projestive 
transformations of ~-
Now we turn to the general case, let ~i, i = 1, 2 be two Cayley planes, 
and q; an isomorphism of the little projective group A1 of ~1 onto the 
little projective group A2 of ~2· Let A{x} be a subgroup of A1 defined 
before. The set {{r}'~' I {r} E A{x}} is then a subgroup of A2 which consists 
of 1 and elations of A2 by Theorem 4. It follows from Proposition 12 
that the set is of the form A{x)t, where {X}' is a point or a line of ~2 . 
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We denote this set by A{xJ<P, then ip is a mapping of the set of subgroups 
A{x), {X} E ~I onto the set of subgroups A{XJ', {X}' E ~2 which is induced 
by ff!· We have seen that in the little projective group there are two 
classes of conjugate subgroups A{x), {X} an element of the Cayley plane, 
that is, a conjugate class of subgroups A{P), {P} a point and a conjugate 
class of subgroups A{UJ> {U} a line. It follows that the mapping ip either 
preserves the types of conjugate classes, or interchanges them. Set 
A{x)'P = A{x)', {X} E ~1 , then the mapping {X} ---+ {X}' is either l- l of 
the set of points (lines) of ~I onto the set of points (lines) of ~2, or l-l 
of the set of points (lines) of ~I onto the set of lines (points) of ~2 • It is 
immediate that two subgroups A{PJ, {P} a point and A{u), {U} a line 
have an elation in common if and only if {P} E {U}. Hence the mapping 
{X}---+ {X}' preserves the incidence relation so that it is a projective 
transformation or a correlation of ~I onto ~2 • We shall denote this 
mapping by { o}. 
Given any element {17} of A1 we have {n}-I(A{xJ){n}= A{xJ{'ll, {X} E ~I· 
Taking the image of this under fP we get ( {1J }"')-I( A{X}{oJ) {17 }"' = A{xJ{'l}{oJ. 
Since the left hand side of this is A{xJ{6}{!Jl'~', we have {X}i'~H6l = {X}{6H'7l"', 
{X} E ~I so that {n}"'={o}-I{n}{o}, {n} E AI. We have proved the main 
Theorem 5. Let At, i = l, 2 be the little projective groups of Cayley 
planes ~t, i= l, 2 respectively and fP any isomorphism of AI onto A2. 
There exists a projective transformation or a correlation { o} of ~I onto 
~2 such that {n}"'={o}-I{n}{o}, {n} E AI. 
We shall use Theorem 5 to prove the following 
Theorem 6. Let 3t=~(C£3<o, y<O), i=l, 2 be an exceptional Jordan 
algebra over the base field <Pt, At the little projective group of the Cayley 
plane ~i· Let 1p be any isomorphism of the n. p. group L(3I) onto L(32). 
Then there exists l-l semi-linear transformation o of 3I onto 3 2 relative 
to an isomorphism t of WI onto <]J2 such that n"' = o-Ino or o-I(n*)-Io, 
17 E L(3I) and N(X6)=eN(X)t, (!7"'0 in <P2. 
Proof. Since 1fJ maps the center FI of L(3I) onto the center F2 of 
L(32), 1p induces an isomorphism fP of AI onto A2. By Theorem 5 there 
exists a projective transformation or a correlation { o} of ~I onto ~2 
such that {n}"'={o}-I{n}{o}, {n} E AI. First if {o} is a projective trans-
formation, then there is l- l semi-linear transformation o of 3I onto 32 
with associated isomorphism t of WI onto <P2 which induces { o} and satisfies 
N(X6 )=eN(X)t, X E3I, e=f'O in <P2 (Theorem l). It follows then that 
n"' = x(n )o-Ino, 1] E L(3I) where 1]---+ x(n) is a representation of L(3I) in r2. 
Next suppose that {o} is a correlation of ~I onto ~2• First of all we 
define a special correlation in ~I· Let {ro} be the mapping in ~I which 
sends a point {X} into the line {X} and sends a line {U} into the point 
{U}, then {ro} is a correlation in the Cayley plane ~I and {ro}-I{n}{ro}= 
= {(n*)-I }. We note that the conjugation by {ro} in AI corresponds to 
the automorphism: 17---+ (n*)-I in L(3I). Now we return to the correlation 
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{15} of ~1 onto ~2 . We can find a projective transformation {r} of ~1 
onto ~2 such that { o} = {ro}{r }; for let a point {X1} of ~~1 be sent into a line 
{U2} of ~2 by {o}, then {r} may be defined to send the line {X1} of ~1 into 
the line {Uz} of ~z. Since {n}'~'= {o}-1{n}{o}= {r}-1{ro}-1{n}{ro}{r}= 
= {r}-1{(n*)-1}{r} and {r} is a projective transformation of ~1 onto ~2, 
there exists 1-l semi-linear transformation o of 3'1 onto 3'2 with associated 
isomorphism t of <1>1 onto <1>2 such that o induces {r}, N(X~)=eN(X)t, 
X E 3'1, e""' o and n'~' = x(n )o-1(n* )-1o, 17 E L(,S1) where 17 -+ x(n) is a 
representation of L(,S1) in F2. 
It remains to prove that x(n) = l, 17 E L(S') in both cases. This can be 
done by showing that the commutator subgroup L'(S) of L(S') is L(,S) 
itself. Indeed, two elations {PiJ}, {qiJ}, p, q E [ are conjugate within A 
and PiJ=waqwrl, a E L(,S), w3 = l in <1>. PtiqiJ-1=waqiia-1qir1 and 
Piiqii-1 = (p- q)iJ = rii· Since we can obtain any riJ, r E [ in L(,S) by 
choosing suitable p and q in [, any generator rt1 of L(S') is w times a 
commutator for w3 = l on ({>. Therefore, to prove L' (3) = L(S') it suffices 
to show that w is a finite product of commutators. This is an immediate 
consequence of the fact that the set L(<Pa) of mappings X-+ UXU*, 
det U = l, U E <1>3, is isomorphic to the unimodular group SLa(<l>) and 
SLa(<P) is equal to its commutator subgroup. This completes our proof. 
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